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Switch to Smart

Smart wireless technology for your luminaires

Bluetooth 4.0
App

RANGE
Indoor max. 30m
Outdoor max. 50m

Old switches
made smart

Sync. via cloud

Download the free app and take control of your light
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GENERAL
Q: What is the Casambi app used for?
A: The Casambi app is used to control eBLUE enabled lamps and Philips HUE
gateways and associated light bulbs with a mobile device.

Q: Which mobile devices are supported?
A: Supported devices are iPhone 4S or later, 3rd generation iPad or later, 5th
generation iPod touch or later and Android 4.4 or later devices with BLE
(Bluetooth Low Energy).

Q: Where can I get the app?
A: Casambi app can be downloaded and installed from the Apple App Store for
iOS devices or from the Google Play Store for Android devices.

FIRST TIME USE
Q: Why the app does not ſnd any lamps?
A:/CMGUWTGVJCVVJGG$.7'GPCDNGFNCORUCTGUYKVEJGFQPCPF[QWT

mobile device’s Bluetooth is on. If you have a Philips HUE gateway please
make sure your mobile device is connected to Wi-Fi. To be able to access
previously created networks that are stored in the cloud server please make
sure your mobile device has access to internet.

Q: How do I take eBLUE enabled lamps into use?
A:9JGPVJGCRRſPFUPGYNCORUKVCWVQOCVKECNN[QRGPUCUETGGPYJGTG

the lamps can be taken into use. Just tap on the “Take all lamps into
use” button. After taking all lamps into use it is possible to easily control
them from the app ‘Lamps’ tab. When taking lamps into use the app will
automatically create a network for the lamps.
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Q: What does paired and unpaired mean?
A: When a lamp is unpaired it means that it has not been added to a network

and cannot be controlled with the app. When using a eBLUE enabled lamp
HQTCſTUVVKOGKVYKNNCRRGCTCUWPRCKTGFKPVJGCRR6QDGCDNGVQEQPVTQN
VJGNCORHTQOVJGCRR[QWPGGFVQCFFKVVQCPGVYQTMſTUV+HVJGNCORKUKP
paired mode it means that it has been added to a network. If you want to
CFFCRCKTGFNCORVQCFKHHGTGPVPGVYQTM[QWPGGFVQWPRCKTKVſTUV

Q: What is a network and why do I need to add lamps to a
network?
A: A network is used to control eBLUE enabled lamps and share settings

between them.
Even if you have only one lamp you need to add it to a network before
you can control it with the app. Later you can add new lamps to the same
network to control all your eBLUE enabled lamps easily from the ‘Lamps’
tab. The lamps that are in a network form a mesh network which means that
it is possible to control all of the lamps in that network if you are in the range
of even one of them.

Q: How do I pair a lamp?
A:5YKVEJ[QWTNCORQPCPFVJGCRRYKNNſPFKVCWVQOCVKECNN[+H[QWJCXGPŏV

used the app before, and there are no networks, the app will automatically
create a new network when taking a lamp into use. If there are available
networks it is possible to select which network you want to add the lamp to.
It is also possible to pair a lamp from the ‘Nearby devices’ screen. ‘Nearby
FGXKEGUŏUETGGPKUHQWPFWPFGTVJGŎ/QTGŏVCDKPVJGCRRQTD[UGNGEVKPI
Nearby devices from the main page.

Q: Why would I need to unpair a lamp?
A: You may need to unpair a lamp from a network if you want to add it to other
network.
eBLUE enabled lamps can only be added to one network at a time.
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Q: How do I unpair a lamp?
A: There are two places where you can unpair a lamp from a network.

1. Go to ‘Lamps’ tab and tap ‘edit’. Now you can unpair a lamp from the
delete icon on the corner of the lamp control. You can also tap a lamp
control to open the ‘edit lamp’ screen and then tapping the ‘Unpair lamp’
button on the bottom of the screen.

)QVQVJGŎ0GCTD[FGXKEGUŏUETGGPHQWPFWPFGTŎ/QTGŏVCDKPVJGCRR6CR
on the lamp you want to unpair and select ‘Unpair lamp’. This will unpair the
NCORKH[QWJCXGOQFKſECVKQPTKIJVUVQVJGPGVYQTM
+H[QWFQPŏVJCXGVJGOQFKſECVKQPTKIJVUVQVJGPGVYQTMVJCVVJGNCORKU
paired to then you need to have access to the lamp’s power switch for the
unpairing. Tap on the ‘Unpair lamp’ and the app will open an ‘Unpair’ screen.
6CRQPVJGŎ5VCTVŏDWVVQPCPFVJGVKOGDCTCRRGCTU0QYSWKEMN[ƀKEMVJG
power switch off and back on to unpair the lamp. If unpairing succeeded
there is a message that lamp has been unpaired.

Q: How can I use multiple mobile devices to control eBLUE
enabled lamps?
A: You need to change the sharing settings to be able to use same network

YKVJOWNVKRNGOQDKNGFGXKEGU)QVQVJGŎ/QTGŏVCDCPFEJQQUGŎ0GVYQTMU
settings’. In the settings screen it is possible to change the network name
and sharing options.
If the network sharing is set to ‘Not shared’ it is only stored in the current
device. To be able to share the network choose one of the other sharing
options. Then the network is saved to the cloud service and it can be shared
with other devices. To be able to use shared networks all your mobile
devices need to have connection to the internet. When creating a new
network, as a standard setting, the sharing is set to ‘Not shared’.
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‘LAMPS’ TAB
Q: How do I control my lamps with the app?
A: After taking your lamps into use open the ‘Lamps’ tab in the app. In that
screen you can use basic gestures to control your lamps.

- Tap a lamp control to switch the associated lamp on or off.
- Pan a lamp control left or right to dim the lamp.
- Pan a lamp control up or down to change the colour temperature.
- Hold on top of a lamp to change the colour of the light.

Q: How can I change the order of my lamp controls in the ‘Lamps’
tab?
A: Tap ‘Edit’ on top of the screen in ‘Lamps’ tab. In the edit mode it is possible
to drag and drop the lamp controls to the order you want.

Q: How to edit a lamp control?
A: You can double tap on the lamp control you want to edit or tap ‘edit’ on the

top of the screen in ‘Lamps’ tab and then tap the lamp control you want to
edit. In the ‘Edit’ screen you can change the name and the icon of the lamp
control. It is also possible to change settings for Smart Switching, Push
$WVVQPCPF5VCTVWR5VCVG;QWECPCNUQCUUKIPFKHHGTGPV/QFGU UGGSWGUVKQP
below for the explanation of a mode) for the lamp.

Q: What is Smart Switching and what it is used for?
A:9KVJ5OCTV5YKVEJKPIKVKURQUUKDNGVQEQPſIWTGCTGIWNCTYCNNQTRQYGT

switch to control your eBLUE enabled lamps in multiple ways. There are
four options that can be used: Dim and save, Cycle through modes, Control
scenes and Cycle scenes.
- Dim and save: With Dim and save you can use the lamp’s power switch
VQUGVCPGYFGHCWNVNKIJVNGXGN3WKEMN[ƀKEMVJGRQYGTUYKVEJſTUVQHHCPF
right away on again and the dimming process will start. When the light has
TGCEJGFVJGFGUKTGFNKIJVNGXGNLWUVSWKEMN[ƀKEMVJGRQYGTUYKVEJQHHCPFQP
again. Now the light level has been saved as a new default. The next time
you switch on the lamp it will automatically go to the new default light level.
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- Cycle through modes: If you have set modes to the lamp from the app
[QWECPCUUKIPVJGRQYGTUYKVEJVQEQPVTQNVJGFKHHGTGPVOQFGU/QFGUECP
be different preset dimming levels, colours or colour temperatures. Flicking
the power switch quickly off and on will cycle between the different modes
and off.
- Control scenes: If you have created scenes with the app you can control
them from a single lamp power switch. Just select which scene you want to
control with the power switch and then using the power switch will control all
the lamps in that scene. So switching on one lamp will switch on also all the
other lamps in that scene.
- Cycle scenes: If you have created different scenes with the app you can
cycle through them with one power switch. Select the scenes you would like
VQE[ENGVJTQWIJCPFƀKEMVJGRQYGTUYKVEJQHHCPFQPVQE[ENGVJTQWIJVJG
selected scenes and off.

Q: What are the settings for Push Button?
A:+H[QWTNCORUWRRQTVU2WUJ$WVVQP[QWECPEQPſIWTGVJGRWUJDWVVQPVQ

control your eBLUE enabled lamps in multiple ways. There are four options
that can be used: Controls this lamp, Cycle through modes, Control scene
and Cycle scenes.
- Controls this lamp: This is the default setting. You can turn on and off the
light with a normal click and dim the light by pressing down and holding the
push-button. If you want to get the light brighter again just press and hold
again and the light will become brighter.
- Cycle through modes: If you have set modes to the lamp from the app
[QWECPCUUKIPVJGRWUJDWVVQPVQEQPVTQNVJGFKHHGTGPVOQFGU/QFGUECP
be different preset dimming levels, colours or colour temperatures. Clicking
the push button will cycle between the different modes and off. Pressing and
holding the push button will adjust the lamp brightness.
- Control scenes: If you have created scenes with the app you can control
them from a single push button. Just select which scene you want to control
with the push button and then using the push button will control all the lamps
in that scene. So turning on one lamp will turn on also all the other lamps in
that scene. Pressing and holding will adjust the scene brightness.
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- Cycle scenes: If you have created different scenes with the app you
can cycle through them with one push button. Select the scenes you
would like to cycle through and click the push button to cycle through the
selected scenes and off. Pressing and holding will adjust the current scene
brightness.

Q: How can I change the Smart Switching or Push Button settings?
A: Both of these settings can be changed in the ‘Edit lamp’ screen. Go to
‘Lamps’ tab in the app and double tap the lamp you want to change the
setting to and the ‘Edit lamp’ screen will open.

Q: When editing a lamp control, what are different modes?
A: It is possible to assign up to four different modes to eBLUE enabled lamps.

/QFGUECPDGFKHHGTGPVFKOOKPINGXGNUEQNQWTUQTEQNQWTVGORGTCVWTGU
6JGOQFGUECPDGEJCPIGFCPFOQFKſGFKPVJGGFKVNCORUETGGP+VKUCNUQ
possible to use ‘Smart Switching’ to control the different modes.

Q: What does the Startup state mean when editing the lamp
control?
A: With the Startup state setting you can control the state of your lamp when it

is turned on.
As a default the Startup state is set to Default mode and that means that the
lamp will go to default mode after it has been turned on. With the Last state
mode the lamp will remember the state it was in when the lamp was turned
off and it will go to the same state when turned on again.

Q: How can I create a group from my lamps?
A:6QETGCVGCITQWRſTUVVCRŎ'FKVŏQPVQRQHVJGUETGGPKPŎ.CORUŏVCD+PVJG

edit mode drag and drop a lamp control on top of another lamp control. You
can add more lamps to the group by dragging and dropping them on top
of the group. You can control the lamps in the group together with normal
gestures. If you would like to control the lamps individually double tap on the
group and a screen will open where you can control your lamps individually.
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Q: How can I set a default light level for my lamp with the app?
A: In the ‘Lamps’ tab double tap the lamp that you want to change the default

setting to. Set the light level, colour and colour temperature for the lamp.
#HVGTUGVVKPIVJGNGXGNUNQPIRTGUUVJGŎ&GHCWNVŏVGZVWPFGTVJGŎ/QFGUŏ
and the ‘Save’ option will appear. After tapping ‘Save’ the current light
settings are saved as default and the next time you turn on your lamp it will
automatically light up to the default light level and colour setting.

Q: What is the ‘Nearby lamps’ control?
A: The ‘Nearby lamps’ control detects the lamps that are close to you and you
can control the nearby lamps together. There is a number in the control
that indicates how many lamps there are nearby. You can use all the same
gestures to control the lamps as with a normal lamp control.

‘GALLERY’ TAB
Q: What is the ‘Gallery’ used for?
A: The gallery is used to control your lamps in the most intuitive way. Take a

picture of your room and place lamp controls where your lamps are in the
picture. After this the picture of your room is the user interface for controlling
your lamps.

Q: How do I use the ‘Gallery’?
A:6JGſTUVUVGRKUVQCFFCRKEVWTGQH[QWTTQQOYJGTGVJGNCORUCTG;QWECP
take a new picture by tapping ‘Take photo’ or add existing picture from the
photos in your device by tapping ‘Choose existing’.

After adding the picture to the ‘Gallery’ you need to add lamp controls to it by
tapping the ‘+’ sign. Select a lamp control of a lamp that is in the picture and
tap ‘Done’. Now you have a lamp control in the picture. You can move it to
the right spot by dragging and dropping and you can change the size of the
EQPVTQND[RKPEJKPIKVYKVJVYQſPIGTU
If you have more than one lamp in the picture you can add more lamp
controls by tapping the ‘+’ sign. After you have placed controls over all
the lamps that are in the picture tap ‘Done’ and you can control the lamps
visually from the photo.
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Q: Why some of my scenes are shown next to a picture in
‘Gallery’?
A: After opening a picture in ‘Gallery’ tab the related scenes are shown next

to it. The scene icon is shown if even one lamp in that picture is part of the
scene. With the scene icons you can control the scenes also from this view
with same gestures as in ‘Scenes’ tab.
Tap a scene to turn it on or off, pan a scene left or right to adjust the light
level of the lamps in that scene. Colour temperature can be changed by
panning up or down and if you want to change the colour of the lamps in that
scene just hold the scene icon and colour selection will appear.

Q: How do I control lamps in app ‘Gallery’?
A: You can control your lamps from ‘Gallery’ with the basic gestures. Just tap,
pan or hold the control circles. You can also pan or hold anywhere outside
the control circles to control all lamps in the picture.

‘Scenes’ TAB
Q: What is a scene?
A: Scene is a set of preset light levels, colours and colour temperatures

assigned to multiple lamps to create different lightings and ambiences. For
example you can create a scene with the relevant lighting for watching a
movie or for dining. It is possible to add desired lamps into one scene and
assign preset light levels, colours or colour temperatures for them. Then it is
possible to activate the scene with one tap from the app.
You can also use same gestures for scenes as you use for lamp controls.
Tap a scene to turn it on or off, pan a scene left or right to adjust the light
level of the lamps in that scene.
Colour temperature can be changed by panning up or down and if you want
to change the colour of the lamps in that scene just hold on the scene icon
and colour selection will appear.
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Q: How do I create a scene?
A: Go to the ‘Scenes’ tab and tap ‘Add a scene’. Give the scene a name and

VJGUEGPGYKNNQRGPHQTOQFKſECVKQP5GNGEVVJGNCORUHQTVJGUEGPGCPF
adjust the light level, colour and colour temperature for each lamp. If you
want to set the same setting to all lamps in the scene use the ‘Lamps in
scene’ control. Tap the ‘Settings’ icon to change the name of the scene and
select colour and picture for the scene icon. Tap on the ‘<Back’ text to return
to ‘Scenes’ tab. If you want to create multiple scenes tap on ‘Edit’ in ‘Scenes’
tab and the ‘+’ sign will appear. Now you can create a new scene by tapping
the ‘+’ sign.

‘MORE’ TAB
Q: What can I ſnd in ‘More’ tab?
A:+POQTGVCD[QWECPſPFŎ0GCTD[FGXKEGUŏUETGGPŎ0GVYQTMUUGVVKPIUŏ
screen, ‘Networks’ screen, ‘App settings’ screen and ‘FAQ’.

- In ‘Nearby devices’ screen you can control all the eBLUE enabled lamps
and HUE gateways that are found. It is possible to pair and unpair lamps
KPVJKUUETGGP;QWECPCNUQWRFCVGVJGG$.7'WPKVſTOYCTGKHVJGTGKUCP
update available.
- In ‘Network settings’ screen you can change the name and sharing settings
of your network.
7PFGTŎ%JCPIGPGVYQTMŏ[QWECPſPFVJGŎ0GVYQTMUŏUETGGP+PVJKUUETGGP
it is possible to select which network you want to view. All the networks
you have created or visited are listed in this screen. You can also create
new networks and delete networks that are no longer needed. If you have
created a network that requires administrator login you can also log in to
that network from the networks screen with the administrator email and
password.
- In ‘App settings’ it is possible to change app theme and select if you want
to enable both eBLUE and HUE lamps. You can also hide question marks,
send feedback and reset the app to default settings.
7PFGTŎ*GNRŏ[QWECPſPF(#3 HTGSWGPVN[CUMGFSWGUVKQPU 
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Q: What do the different network sharing modes mean?
A: There are four different sharing modes: Not Shared, Administrator only,
Password protected and Open.

- Not shared: The network is stored only locally in the device. It is not visible
to any other devices.
- Administrator only: The network is not visible to other devices but it is
RQUUKDNGVQNQIKPYKVJCFOKPKUVTCVQTGOCKNCPFRCUUYQTF)QVQVJGŎ/QTGŏ
VCDCPFEJQQUGŎ%JCPIGPGVYQTMŏQTKH[QWCTGKPVJGŎ/CKPŏUETGGPVCRQP
Ŏ/[PGVYQTMUŏ+PVJGŎ0GVYQTMUŏUETGGPVCRVJGŎ.QIKPVQPGVYQTMŏDWVVQP
and then provide the email address and password for the administrator only
network.
- Password protected: The network is visible to other devices but other
users need a password to access it. The name of the network will appear
with a key icon in the ‘Networks’ screen. The ‘Networks’ screen can be
HQWPFKPŎ/QTGŏVCDD[UGNGEVKPIŎ%JCPIGPGVYQTMŏQTKH[QWCTGKPVJGŎ/CKPŏ
UETGGPVCRQPŎ/[PGVYQTMUŏ6CRVJGPGVYQTMPCOGVJGCRRYKNNCUMHQTC
visitor or an administrator password. With a visitor password it is possible to
control the lamps in the network but it is not possible to change any of the
settings. With administrator password it is also possible to change all the
settings.
- Open: An open network is visible to all other devices. No password is
needed to adjust the lamps in the network. The administrator password is
PGGFGFVQEJCPIGCP[QHVJGEQPſIWTCVKQPU

Q: Can other people i.e. neighbours use my lamps with their
mobile devices?
A: This depends on the sharing level of your network. If you have set the

sharing to ‘Open’, then all other mobile devices within the range can control
your lamps. If you have any other sharing option selected for your network
other mobile devices need at least a password to control your lamps. See
the question below about different sharing modes for detailed information.
When creating a new network the default setting is ‘Not shared’.
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Q: How do I delete a network?
A:6QFGNGVGCPGVYQTMIQVQŎ0GVYQTMUŏUETGGPHQWPFWPFGTVJGŎ/QTGŏVCDD[

selecting ‘Change network’. If you are using the app for iOS then swipe the
network name, that you want to delete, to the left and then you can see the
delete option. If you are using the app for Android then hold on top of the
network name that you want to delete and the delete button will appear.

Q: How do I reset the app to factory default settings?
A: If you want to reset the app and clear all saved data go to ‘App settings’

UETGGPHQWPFWPFGTVJGŎ/QTGŏVCDQTVCRVJGUGVVKPIUKEQPCVNGHVDQVVQOQH
Ŏ/CKPŏUETGGP+PVJGŎ#RRUGVVKPIUŏUETGGPVCRQPŎ4GUGVCRRNKECVKQPŏQRVKQP
and answer ‘OK’ to the prompt to clear all data and settings. This will also
remove all the saved network information in your device.

Q: How do I update the ſrmware of my lamp?
A:+HVJGTGKUCPGYſTOYCTGCXCKNCDNGHQT[QWTNCORVJGCRRYKNNKPHQTOCDQWV

it with a pop-up screen. You can also check if there are updates available
in ‘Nearby devices’ screen. ‘Nearby devices’ screen can be accessed from
/QTGVCD+PŎ0GCTD[FGXKEGUŏUETGGPVCRVJGŎ%JGEMHQTWRFCVGUŏDWVVQP+H
there are updates available you can see an arrow in the corner of the lamp
KEQP6CRQPVJGNCOR[QWYCPVVQWRFCVGCPFUGNGEVŎ7RFCVGſTOYCTGŏ6CR
on the ‘Start update’ text. Once the update is done there will be ‘Update
succeeded’ text in the screen.

In case your question is not included in any of the previously mentioned,
please, contact our technical service: tecnico@elt.es
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